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We’re proud of our customers, and more proud of their business results.
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Easily discover your own cost savings and efficiencies with QuickBase as the
application platform in your organization. ROI comes from multiple factors.

Increased
Efficiency.
Many organizations

Reduced
Administrative
Overhead.

Lower
Opportunity Costs.

No Infrastructure
Costs.

Traditional database

Instead of buying

still collect critical data by e-mailing

IT Administrators get a new level

application development requires

and managing servers, tap into

spreadsheets or other documents.

of visibility into projects and teams,

teams of specialists and typically

the power of world-class data

This introduces errors, and opens

and reduces IT’s application

takes months. QuickBase applications

centers on a pay-as-you-go basis.

the door to data theft. Simple

development load by empowering

are developed in days, often by non-

QuickBase’s Web-based approach

QuickBase applications give

team members to write their own

technical personnel who are familiar

scales instantly when you need

teams direct access to shared

apps. And QuickBase is an ideal tool

with the problem they’re trying to

more resources, or need to adapt

databases for better visibility and

for breaking down internal “silos”

solve. Result: apps launched faster,

to changing conditions, so you’re

accountability with much less effort.

that prevent data from being shared

with less strain on IT development

not locked into obsolete budgets

across organizational lines.

staff.

and hardware plans.

For more information on QuickBase and how to help your business boost productivity,
please email us at enterprise@QuickBase.com or find us on the Web at quickbase.intuit.com

